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Massive Iceberg
Threatens Island
By Anita Nuderbeer

A

mammonth iceberg that broke
loose from the Arctic Circle and
floated south, is threatening Amelia
Island with massive flooding unless
area residents heed an urgent request
for assistance warns the federal
government.
The huge iceberg is now permanently situated directly off the east coast
of Amelia Island, near Main Beach,
where it is wedged between two
sandbars.
"The 10,000 gazillion ton iceberg will
soon melt thus causing a rise in sea
level that will inundate the entire
island," said Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) scientist Dr. Luke Warm
at a hastily called emergency City
Commission meeting. "According to
Dr. Warm crack scientists at the EPA
have devised a unique plan that will
require the aid of all island residents to
avoid a potential calamity.

Dr. Warm said EPA experts have
created a four-dimensional computer model of the iceberg and through
intricate calculations have concluded
that they can cut it into tens of thousands of chunks to avoid the inevitable
flooding.
"However, the key to this solution is
the cooperation of all island residents,"
explained Dr. Warm. "Every island
resident will be assigned a numbered
chunk of ice that they will be required
to keep in their home or business
freezer until EPA engineers can figure
out how to pilot the reassembled iceberg back to the Arctic Circle."
Once the EPA has solved the issue,
residents will then be asked to assemble at the beach when their numbers
are called and where government boats
will collect their numbered chunks of
ice and begin reassembling the iceberg
for its return trip north.

The colossal 10,000 gazillion ton iceberg, above, is wedged between two sandbars
offshore from Main Beach and threatens Amelia Island with massive flooding unless
local residents work with the federal government to dismantle it cube-by-cube.

Dr. Warm said residents should begin
planning to retrieve their numbered ice
chunks by purchasing heavy-duty coolers so they can transport them to their
residences or places of business and store
them in their freezers.
"We expect schools, civic groups and
others to get behind this program to
store the numbered iceberg bits and pieces all around the island and do so in an
orderly fashion," said Dr. Warm.

Dr. Warm issued a stern warning to
those who would let their chunks
melt or use them for purposes such
as cooling beer, icing down fish,
or making margaritas. He said that
severe penalties exist for the unauthorized use of endangered icebergs and
a single misplaced chunk could sink
the government's well thought out
multi-trillion dollar program.

Hotel Golf Course Destroyed

Demolition Derby Incident Creates Concours Chaos

Drivers of Ferraris having fun during the Concours d’Elgance demolition derby

A

bizarre mix-up in drivers and
volunteer parking valets resulted
in what is estimated to be more than
$200 million in damage to hundreds
of irreplaceable vintage automobiles
and the total destruction of the Ritz
Carlton Golf Course at the conclusion of this year's Amelia Island
Concours d'Elegance.

Keys to more than two hundred of
the irreplaceable cars were inadvertently turned over to an elderly team
of retired demolition derby drivers
who were mistaken for volunteer
valet parking attendants.
Believing they were handed the keys
to provide a demonstration of their

former skills on a demolition derby
track the drivers, who were as old
as some of the cars they destroyed,
raced the fleet of antique Bentleys,
Jaguars, and more, including a
1939 Mercedes-Benz 540K, a 1936
Bugatti, the world's only remaining 1911 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost
Tourer, a 1930 Cord, a 1957 Ferrari
250GT, and many more irreplaceable vintage automobiles deliberately ramming the vehicles into
one another until 90-year-old Tulsa
native, Okie Dokie, became the last
driver whose vehicle was still operational in a battered and unrecognizable 1938 Phantom Corsair.
Frantic hotel executives, hysterical
car owners and bug-eyed observers
watched in disbelief as the classic
automobiles raced up and down
the 18-hole golf course destroying
fairways and greens while deliberately battering each other's cars into
worthless piles of metal.

As a result of the demolition derby
episode the only people to attend
the Sotheby Auction at the conclusion of this year's event were scrap
metal dealers.
In an unrelated development coordinators of the Concours event said
that the late Wolfgang Alexander
Albert Eduard Maximilian
Reichsgraf Berghe von Trips, who
died in a 1961 European Grand
Prix accident, did not attend this
year's show. Organizers say he is not
expected to attend next year's event
either.
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New Amelia Island Hotel To Cater To "Special" Guests
E
xecutives of the worldwide Big
Expensive Glitzy Hotel chain
announced today that Amelia Island
will be the site of a prototype for
its proposed chain of extended
stay residences for eccentric relations ranging from corrosively
crazy uncles and nutty aunts to
crazed cousins and malicious
mothers-in-law.

bris to bar mitzvahs and birthdays
that require them to invite relations
that get on their nerves the minute
they walk in the front door," said
hotel spokesperson Connie C. Erge.
"With our new hotel concept, hosts
can tell those annoying relatives
that they have selected a very special place for them to stay during
whatever family event is planned."

"Most families have certain events
ranging from anniversaries and a

The hotel features communal
dining tables where the assorted

relations can repeatedly tell the
same joke, make racist and sexist
comments, fart and belch, clean
their dentures in water glasses, pick
their teeth with knitting needles
and other assorted irritating activities much to the delight of everyone
else at the table who are all doing
the same thing.
The hotel bar will offer free-f lowing inexpensive alcoholic beverages with abysmal karaoke, cheap

cigars, tasteless cheese cubes and
stale crackers, making the guests
feel like they are staying at the
home of a not-very-favorite relative.
Ms. Erge says the Eccentric
Extended Division of Big and Glitzy
envisions most first time customers
will become repeat visitors using
its Irritable Guest Card to accumulate points based on their degree of
infuriation to the staff and other
guests.
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Treasury Department Prints Currency
As a Public Service for U.S. Citizens
Amelia Island’s sacred cows make the best burgers
VOLUME 2, NUMBER 1

About The Amelia Island
News Wrecker

(This newspaper is a satirical publication
that uses invented names with the lone
exceptions being the public figures being
satirized. Any other use of real names
is coincidental. If you can find anything
factual in this newspaper with the
exception of the ads, you may be eligible to
win a free lifetime subscription. However,
this may possibly be the last issue ever
published.)

How To Reach Us?
Call us at our unlisted phone number or
contact us in person by delivering large
sums of cash in paper bags to a dark
location in a high crime area downtown
very late at night. There are no reporters
and there is no newsroom. Most people
don't read this small print gibberish so
why are you wasting your time looking at
it? Go look at the ads and buy something
from the establishments foolish enough
to take space in this absurd publication.
As an environmentally friendly
publication the Amelia Island
News Wrecker was printed using a
combination of grocery store plastic
bags, tofu and recycled dead pets.
No living creature was harmed in the
printing of this newspaper and it can
be shredded and used as a topping on
street food ranging from ice cream and
barbeque to chili and gumbo or as a
blanket for homeless dwarfs. Otherwise
it is worthless.

Our Staff :
Publisher - Shirley U. Jest
Editor - Anita Nuderbeer
Managing Editor - Bare Lee Literate
Editorial Page Editor - Ty Rayd
Food Editor - E. Coli
Military Editor - Warren Peace
Society Editor - Cody Pendant
Sport Editor - Linus Crimmage
Fashion Editor - Bux Um
Fishing Editor - Marianna Trench
Foreign Correspondent - Curtis Stan
Advertising Director - Selma Stuff

WHO WE ARE
The Amelia Island News-Wrecker seeks
to provide fast breaking and accurate
news items. In our quest to beat other
media outlets we sometimes have to
make up the news before it takes place.
As a result, we make a few mistakes
here and there but we don’t really care
and it’s too late now to do anything
about it anyway. And we don’t try all
that hard either.
If for some bizarre reason you think
you want to advertise in the NewsWrecker or have a story lead that
is totally inappropriate for a family
newspaper, then please contact Dave
Scott at dave@amelianewswrecker.com
or write to Dave Scott, Amelia Island
News-Wrecker, P.O. Box 687, Fernandina
Beach, FL 32035. Or call him at his
unlisted phone number.
This newspaper was designed and laid
out by Kathy Warner, who has recently applied for sanctuary through the
U.S. Witness Protection Program and
wants everyone to know that she is not
one bit responsible for the content of
this publication. She can be contacted
though her attorney, who wishes to
remain anonymous.

Washington, D.C. -- The U.S
Treasury Department reminds
American citizens that it prints billions of dollars each day for their convenience and everyday use.
Treasury spokesperson Lotta Bucks,
explained that the currency printed by
the U.S. Treasury is available for use
by any U.S. citizen, regardless of age,
religion, gender or sexual preference.
She said that many non-U.S. citizens
are also eligible to use American
currency.
“The money we print comes in a
pleasant green color and contains
interesting pictures of a number of
American presidents and other prominent U.S. historical figures,” says Ms.

Bucks, explaining that it also comes in
a variety of denominations.
“Citizens should take advantage
of the cash we provide and go buy
something, it’s the American way,”
she adds. “So if you need cash, simply write to the U.S. Department of
Treasury, 1500 Pennsylvania Avenue,
NW. Washington, D.C. 20220 and tell
us how much you want and in what
denominations. Or if you’re in a hurry
call us at (202) 622-2000 and place
your order. Delivery is free.” She
added that only U.S. citizens are eligible but that proof of citizenship is not
required to get cash so it really doesn’t
matter.

Ms. Bucks said that there are a variety
of other uses for American currency
including using the serial numbers
to play bar room poker, folding it in
various ways to uncover heinous conspiracy plots, and rolling it to snort
narcotics, among others. Also, ask for
the free brochures recently published
by the Obama Administration entitled
“How to Waste and Squander Your
Cash” and “Binge Spending Without
Worrying About Debt.”

License Required To Take Sunset Photos
T
ourists and locals that want to
take photos of Amelia Island
sunsets at the downtown Fernandina
Beach Harbor or anywhere else on
the island will now have to apply for
a license from the City of Fernandina
Beach it was announced this week
by city license bureau director Lou
Segusi.
Mr. Segusi said that the license regulation was necessary to thin the
crowds that have been snapping
photos over the years and to preserve
the sunsets for future generations.
"The millions of photos taken over

the years has taken a toll on our local
sunsets," explained the director. "They
aren't as vivid as they once were and
they no longer set on schedule."
The director explained that both
locals and tourists need licenses to
fish and that keeps certain species
from becoming extinct. 'The same
logical explanation applies to the
sunsets," he said. The $10,000 license
enables a person to take one photo
annually.
Mr. Segusi said that if the licensing
program doesn't have the desired
impact state tourism officials have

told him that it is possible that
the sunsets could be moved to the
north or south ends of the island or
removed from the island altogether,
possibly to Hilliard.
An additional benefit of the licensing
program is that it will provide relief
to the millions of Facebook subscribers who are bombarded daily with
photo-after-photo of the harbor sunsets. "Facebook failed in its attempt
to limit the overzealous camera buffs
and it was time for government intervention," explained Mr. Segusi.

Kindly Citizens Find & Distribute Beach Rubbish

A volunteer returns home after delivering used beach equipment to visitors on an
Amelia Island beach.

I

n an inspiring display of self lessness a group of Amelia Island
community activists discovered
a huge cache of beach umbrellas,
chairs, tent poles, toys, styrofoam
coolers, and other assorted beach
equipment hidden in a local dumpster and generously distributed it to
grateful visitors up and down the
island's beaches.

Visiting tourists were overwhelmed
by the kindness of the group quickly snapping up the aging but still
usable equipment.
"A lot of it was is disrepair, rusted
and bent, but it's the thought that
counts," said one surprised visitor as
he raised a tattered umbrella above a
rusty broken beach lounger. The visitor said he and his family won't need

the equipment after the end of the
week and following the lead of the
benevolent locals, will leave it behind
on the beach for others to enjoy.
"I just hope we can catch those
scoundrels that snatched all of these
valuable items off the beach and
hid them in dumpsters," exclaimed
one of the good Samaritans. "Thank
goodness we came across it when we
did or it might have been taken to a
dump."
Beach rubbish experts said that
despite an increase in folks intent
on depriving visitors of a variety
of tents, umbrellas, chairs, busted
plastic shovels, broken beer bottles
to put cigarette butts in, and rusted
loungers, groups like the thoughtful
citizens that distributed the last load
are ensuring that it will be replaced
faster than it can be stolen.
"Citizens need not worry," said one
do-gooder. "We've got this rubbish
situation under control."

Pitchfork & Torch Shop To Open Downtown

A

new retail outlet specializing in
torches and pitchforks will open
in downtown Fernandina Beach just
a block from City Hall, where the
two implements are expected to see
the most use.

once used in remote Balkan countries when they stormed castles to
demand the incarceration or death of
mad scientists and their monster-like
creature creations," explained Ms.
Mossity.

Store owner Ann E. Mossity said her
shop's inventory should appeal to
all income levels and political persuasions. "We feature some antique
torches and pitchforks that were

She also said the store has smaller
battery operated plastic torches and
pitchforks for parents who want to
take the kids out for a night of taunting and threatening local politicians

or enjoy an evening of frustration by
screaming, yelling and shaking fists
at City Hall together as a family.
"The demand has been high so far,"
said Ms. Mossity, who said she was
surprised by the number of would-be
purchasers who said they planned to
try out their new implements at the
Department of Public Works and the
local cable company before heading
to City Hall.
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Local News Roundup
Tourist Reveals Local Dolphin Hoax

A

curious tourist revealed a massive local tourist hoax after he dove into the
water from a tour boat recently and pulled several carved wooden dolphins
on sticks from the hands of underwater divers.
It appears there are no such things as dolphins and that for many years the
Nassau County Tourist Commission in conjunction with tour boat operators
have been hiring divers to poke the wooden dolphins up out of the water as the
boats, jammed with camera-bearing tourists, passed by.
It was also reported that the horses seen on the beaches of Cumberland Island
are also nothing more than crudely painted plywood cutouts propped up by
sticks and that men hidden behind bushes in the woods pull strings to make
the fake tails go up and down when tourist boats approach.

New Rules For Driving On Beach

We're overstocked!
Now, you can benefit from historic Fernandina
Beach's surplus vintage appeal and quaintness.
If you're in the market for bucolic views,
mesmerizing sunsets, friendly shop keepers,
and picture-perfect appeal, then hurry to
downtown Fernandina Beach during our annual
surplus event.
While browsing Fernandina's overstocked
sections don't forget to inspect our
preservation of the past, very real present
and quality attractions that are not far off the
beaten path. Be sure to ask about our exclusive
Victorian-charm department during this oncein-a-lifetime blowout event.
So, if cobblestones, rocking chairs, 18th and
19th century architecture, historic sites, relaxing
beaches and a picturesque harbor are on your
shopping list, you need to shop Fernandina
Beach.

R

ules for driving on Amelia Island beaches have been adjusted in an effort
to satisfy both drivers and those using the beach for swimming and sunbathing said members of both the Fernandina Beach City and Nassau County
commissions.
Motor vehicles will now be allowed to travel the entire 13-mile length of the
beach from Fort Clinch to the Talbot islands without stopping but must maintain a minimum speed of 40 miles per hour to avoid congestion. Drivers will
not be allowed to drive into designated beach areas reserved for swimmers and
sunbathers and trucks over 18 wheels must stay in the right lane.
Members of the two commissions also suggested that those walking along the
beach look both ways before heading toward the water, at least until designated
crossing areas are established.
Motor vehicle operators were warned that they cannot use their headlights
when driving after dark as it may confuse recently hatched sea turtles heading
to the ocean.

Local Mills To Produce Plastic Bags

A

melia Island’s two paper miles jointly announced that they will discontinue their production lines that manufacture paper products and concentrate
instead on the more popular and profitable plastic bag sector.
“Paper is so yesterday,” says Liza Lott, designated spokesperson for the two
mills that employ some 1,000 locals and provide millions of dollars in taxes
and charitable contributions locally. “Since we are such valuable corporate citizens and pay so much in taxes, there isn’t a thing that city officials will do and
we don’t give a rip what the loony left-wing environmental nut jobs think of
us.”
Ms. Lott says that most people don’t know that plastic is a petroleum byproduct, “so instead of huge piles of sawdust and log trucks, the two mills will have
large pits of sludge, a couple of belching refineries, as well as highly combustible gasoline trucks streaming up and down local roads.”

Underwater Parking Plan Adopted

T

he lack of downtown Fernandina Beach parking spaces has been addressed
by the Fernandina Beach City Commission as it voted unanimously this
past week to authorize an underwater parking lot in the downtown harbor.

Historic Fernandina Business Association
P.O. Box 473
Fernandina Beach, FL 32035
www.historicfernandina.com

Consultant and Harbor Planning expert Marianna Trench proposed the unique
solution saying the harbor lot would not only alleviate the parking issue but
provide a car wash as well. According to Ms. Trench, a large crane will be
placed in an area off South Front Street. When a car pulls in, the driver will be
issued a numbered ticket that will match a numbered buoy attached to the car.
The car will then be lifted by the crane and deposited in the harbor. The buoy
will indicate the location of the car when the driver wants to leave. Parking fees
have been set at $8.05 an hour, Florida’s minimum wage.
Prior to using the lot drivers are encouraged to roll up their car windows.
According to Ms. Trench until some of the kinks are worked out drivers of
convertibles are advised not to use the lot, and since Volkswagens are alleged
to float, they will be secured in their designated parking spaces with anchors.
Boaters are being advised to use caution when passing through the new parking lot which has been designated a “no wake” area.
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Law Enforcement Agencies Attempt To Soften Image
I
n an effort to project a kinder-gentler image and to assist the local
Humane Society the Fernandina
Beach Police Department and Nassau
County Sheriff’s Office held a joint
press conference to announce that
they will be issuing kittens and puppies along with traffic violations effective immediately.
According to the two department’s
spokesman, Gil T. Azzel, the number
of kittens and puppies each violator
receives will depend on the seriousness of the offense. “The more serious
the crime, the more kittens and puppies they will be issued,” explained
Azzel.

Late Breaking News

Tax News

C

itizens who owe taxes and have yet to
file may want to contact their family
physicians to see if they have any kind
of incurable or deadly disease that may
enable them to take advantage of a deduction under a last minute and little known
Deadly Disease Tax Credit. Also, if the
tax payer dies before filing the family may
be able to deduct the body. Lois Lerner, a
former high-level IRS employee who was
declared in contempt of Congress in 2014,
will be available to help answer tax payer
questions on how to avoid prosecution,
escape criminal charges and fool all of the
people all of the time in all tax matters.

If successful, law enforcement officials
are looking at expanding the program
to include bunnies.
According to Azzel, the Kitten and
Puppy Program will not only serve to
soften the two department’s image,
but is also expected to cut down on
traffic violations. “It’s hard to be a
tough guy when you’re snuggling a
kitty,” he said.
Azzel said an unintended consequence of the program during its test
stage was the reaction of children of
the drivers who were urging dad or
mom to “step on it” when driving
through school zones and encouraging them to have a few beers and a
shot while driving to Sunday religious
services.

Fishing Report

L

ess than knowledgeable officials
at the U.S. Department of Interior
said they expect that the destruction
of the moon the first day of Shrimp
Festival could play havoc with the
tides. Fishermen may find the waters
trickier than usual. All western facing
points from unknown places fishermen can’t pronounce will find trout
sunning themselves on the beaches so
they don’t even have to cast a line. If
fishermen can’t catch anything with
their current lure, change to a jig or
dynamite, perfect for attracting big
grunts as well as state troopers and
game wardens.
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An Amelia Island police official warns a speeding motorist that he will be provided
two kittens for violating the new traffic rules.

Local Politics

T

he Fernandina Beach City
Commission unanimously voted
to ban local banks from providing
toasters to new depositors saying
the practice was discriminatory and
that toasters now must be retroactively provided to all bank customers
despite the fact toasters haven’t been
provided since 1983. The commission was tipped off to the blatant act
of discrimination by federal bank
inspectors who questioned how the
banks could continue to operate
profitably by providing $60 toasters
for $10 deposits.

Weather Forecast

T

ypical weather is expected during
Shrimp Festival again this year
including a thundering herd of
70,000 moose sweeping down from
Canada causing widespread carnage,
damage and chaos. Doppler radar
has spotted severe ground clutter
including empty beer cans and fast
food wrappers extending from the
Florida Keys to the Canadian border.
This will be followed by severe flooding, a drought, swarms of locust and
an incurable plague. Lots of wavy
and squiggly lines with strange notations will appear on weather maps.

Homeless?
Want to be?

No matter if you are looking for a home or want
to sell the one you're in, former Edmonton Oilers
forward Pierre Guite will guide you in your quest
with the fluid motion of a slap shot.
Tony's delivers freE
anywhere on Amelia Island

and parts of Yulee.

Monday-Thursday, 10:30 AM to10 PM
Friday and Saturday, 10:30 AM to11 PM
Sunday 10:30 AM to10 PM
1425 Sadler Road, next to Publix.
904/277-7661 or 904/277-7019
www.tonyspizzaameliaisland.com

Pierre knows the local real estate landscape like a
hockey coach reading the passing lanes and clearing
the zones.

Pierre A Guite
Keller Williams Realty, Amelia Island
4800 First Coast Highway, #230
Office 904-261-9880
Cell 904-415-9124
pierreaguite@gmail.com
www.pierreguite.com
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On South End of Island

Massive Mountain Range & Canyon Discovered
By Cody Pendant

A

massive unexplored mountain
range and canyon were discovered on the south end of Amelia
Island near the Very Expensive Glitzy
Hotel golf course it was announced
today by the Nassau County Tourist
Board which simultaneously unveiled
a marketing program to promote
the wilderness area while developers
announced housing and resort plans
for the site.
According to a Very Expensive Glitzy
Hotel golf pro, two exceptionally bad
golfers, who consistently hit their
shots out of the fairways, stumbled
onto the millions of acres of unexplored territory as they were searching for their errant balls.
Visitors to the Very Expensive Glitzy
Hotel rarely leave the hotel grounds
and locals seldom visit it so the canyon and mountain range have never
been seen, explored or mapped. "It's
part of the island that's still wild and
natural," said U.S. Department of
Interior spokesperson Kurt Reply.

Following an exploratory hike with
pack llamas through the rough
terrain Reply said a U.S. Interior
Department expedition reported that
the area is a source of infinite vistas
of mesas, buttes, monoliths, rivers
and forests teeming with wildlife.
While puzzling over a canyon wall
covered with Timucuan Indian petroglyphs depicting the sun, snakes,
and sharks the government team
was eaten by giant prehistoric dinosaur-like creatures.
Capitalizing on what it envisions as
an opportunity to charge even more
outrageous rates than normal, the
Very Expensive Glitzy Hotel hurriedly constructed a luxury resort
and restaurant facility on one of the
mountain range's highest buttes,
overlooking the canyon. The hotel
complex anticipates the site becoming
a popular venue for weddings, corporate functions, bar mitzvahs and
zip-gliding across forest areas infested
with ferocious man-eating creatures
and geysers spouting boiling water
and poisonous gases.

Very Expensive Glitzy Hotel executives lost little time in constructing a resort on a
butte overlooking Amelia Island's "lost canyon." Easy access to the new facility is
by zip gliding across swamps containing vicious man-eating animals and geysers
spouting scalding water and poisonous gases.

Island Family Taking Heat For its Lack of Diversity
A
Fernandina Beach family is
under intense pressure from
national and local activists for its
refusal to correct its lack of minority
representation.

The Honkes, a local family that traces
its Amelia Island heritage back to the
Revolutionary War era, have never
had a non-Caucasian member, a situation that the family does not dispute
and that many island activists claim
is discriminating as well as a major
cause of climate change.
Harold Honke said no matter how
much pressure the activist groups
bring to bear on the family, he says
he and his wife will continue to resist
adding a minority to their clan. "It's
just not practical at this time," he
explained.

Three generations of Amelia Island's Honke family are united in their resistance from
activist groups insisting that they add a minority to their all-white clan. "It's just not
practical at this time," said Harold Honke (far right), the family spokesman.

A number of anti-Honke rallies have
been held in downtown Fernandina
Beach made up of Democrate politicians, human rights groups, university professors, diverse religious leaders
of all faiths and community organizations to condemn what protest leader

Lou Scanon says is: "An effort by
the Honke family to undermine our
core values as an inclusive and just
society."
"They threaten human rights, dignity
and equality for all and are contrary
to democratic American values"
exclaimed Scanon. "We affirm that
there is a place in the Honke family
for a person of color and that they
should not be shut out just because
they look different."

Scanon is calling for at least a 20 percent minority representation in the
all-white Honke family.
Many in the protest groups blame
the Honke's refusal to diversify for
local climate change abnormalities.
"Prominent puppetry art scientists
from the University of California at
Berkeley have directly traced intense
rainfall, an increase in hurricane
activity, and blistering summer heat
directly to the Honke family and their
intolerance," says Scanon. "How much
more scientific fact can they ignore?"

Fernandina Mayor Urges Coal, Nuclear Bomb Ban
By Reed Ickulus

F

ernandina Beach City
Mayor Miller Lite has
urged his fellow commissioners and those representing Nassau County to ban
all above ground testing of
nuclear weapons and the
banning of coal on Amelia
Island.
Fresh off a hard-fought
argument to allow unaccompanied area dogs and
cats, that were not purchased from local pet shops
to dine unescorted at area
restaurants, the activist

mayor said it was urgent
for commissioners to act on
the nuclear test ban issue
immediately. The mayor
also urged the creation of
an ordinance banning the
detonation of nuclear warheads within 100 yards of
an occupied school or day
care facility.
"We need to insure that
all nuclear testing in the
atmosphere above Amelia
Island and under Egans
Creek or near occupied
schools be banned," says

the determined mayor. "We
must eliminate the image of
our beaches and harbor of
arid scenery back-dropped
by a mushroom cloud."
The mayor also "railed"
against the railroad freight
company that traverses the
island's tracks, urging them
to immediately change their
source of power from coal
to Skoal or Red Man tobacco and gum instead of coal
saying that they could then
legitimately call themselves
"chew chews."

Mayor Lite, who leads a
group of annoying island
activists called "Earth
Eaters" has proposed bans
on a variety of substances
and services he considers
threatening ranging from
haggis and reincarnation to
pork rinds and time travel.
The strident activist has
also recently proposed
banning Ray-Ban sun
glasses, Bandaids, and Ban
Deodorant saying: "Good
grief, their names alone say
it all."

Fernandina mayor nixes nukes here.
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We couldn’t make a living selling fuel…

The World's Only Bikini Aquarium!

…but you can still get gas at T-Ray’s!
If you're hungry for fried chicken, shrimp, chicken
and dumplings, hamburgers and fries, meatloaf
and mashed potatoes, biscuits and gravy,
blackened mahi, a fried bologna sandwich, and
more, then this is the place.
The Beef Wellington with mushroom duxelles
and Madeira sauce and the Chateaubriand with
spinach, and gournay sauce is for takeout only. Call
at least a year in advance.
But wait a minute! Our business
relies on word-of-mouth . We
don't advertise. So how did
this ad get in this stupid
newspaper?

HOURS
M-F 7 a.m. – 2:30 p.m.
SAT. 8 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Breakfast served until 10:30 daily.

Closed Sunday

If we were any closer to the ocean we'd be in it!
If you don't want to watch the ocean from our "onthe-beach" tables or covered outside patio and bar,
then join us inside and enjoy the beach view through
the world's only bikini aquarium.
Free drinks for everyone each time a Trident
submarine fires one of its missiles off Main Beach.
Enjoy a full bar, lunch, dinner, snacks, and live music.

202 South 8th Street
Fernandina Beach, FL
Phone: 904-261-6310
traysburgerstation.com

2910 Atlantic Ave
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
(904) 310-6904
Open Mon-Sun11AM–10PM
sandybottomsamelia.com

LAST YEAR WE SUGGESTED THAT YOU DO NOT BELIEVE
ANYTHING YOU READ IN THIS STUPID NEWSPAPER.
NOTHING HAS CHANGED!
To get the real story about
business opportunities and
what's actually going on in
Nassau County including,
Amelia Island, Fernandina Beach,
Callahan, Hilliard, Yulee, etc. toss
this piece of rubbish in the trash
and contact us.
NASSAU COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BOARD
76346 William Burgess Blvd. Yulee, FL 32097
904/225-8878 Phone 904/225-8868 Fax
NassauFlorida.com
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Shrimp Festival News

Int’l Hide & Go Seek Finals
Set During Shrimp Festival

By Linus Scrimmage
News Wrecker Sports Editor
Zurich, Switzerland -- Amelia
Island has been selected as the site
for the 2016 International Hide
& Go Seek Finals (H&GS) it was
announced here today by H&GS,
the governing body of Professionals
Finding Lost Stuff and People for
Sport (PFLS&PFS).

Amelia Island was selected following
a lengthy and strenuous search by the
international HG&S selection committee, whose quest was tainted by its
members being accused of accepting
and hiding millions of dollars in
bribes.
"In no way should the selection of
Amelia Island be stained by the
false and malicious charges brought
against our committee by a bunch of
pathetic losing whiners," said HG&S
Chairman and New York Supreme
Court Justice Joseph F. Crater, speaking from an undisclosed location and
who has not made a public appearance since 1930. "Actually being
accused of hiding bribes is a tribute
to what we are all about," boasted the
elusive jurist.
Chairman Crater said Amelia Island
barely edged out the second place
contender Atlantis. Other communities in contention were Shangri-La,

The Lost Colony, Virginia; El
Dorado, Utopia and Camelot.
It was also announced by H&GS
officials that the final eight contestants have already arrived on Amelia
Island with little fanfare and have
successfully secured their island hiding locations. Judge Crater said that
the notorious D.B. Cooper has been
tagged "IT" and will begin actively
seeking the eight during this year's
Shrimp Festival where he can blend
in with the crowds to avoid undue
attention.
The organization said there will be
few public appearances by contestants, no public viewings or tickets
to purchase and that they expect
citizens to respect the privacy of the
contestants and ignore the event and
Mr. Cooper.
Finalists include Jimmy Hoffa, Percy
Fawcett, the Loc Ness Monster,
Amelia Earhart, Elvis, The Yeti,
Sasquatch, and a Jacksonville Jaguars
playoff team.
Sightings of some of the professional
hiders have already started coming in
but have been pooh-poohed by local
law enforcement officials. "A few
locals come in screaming hysterically

Hide & Go Seek finalist Sasquatch indicated he may be amenable to participating in
this year's Shrimp Festival parade depending on how far along he is in his training
routine and contract negotiations

about seeing the Loch Ness Monster
in their neighborhood retention pond,
but we think they've just spent a little
too much time at the Palace Saloon,"
said local Detective Mel Larky.
Mr. Cooper's search is expected to
continue until each hider is sought
out and detected, a feat that has never
occurred in the hundreds of years
that the competition has taken place.
At the request of everyone involved

the event's play-by-play will not be
broadcast, reported in newspapers or
on social media and no prizes will be
awarded and there will be no ceremonies announcing the beginning or
end of the event. "They'll all just quietly sneak away," said Judge Crater.
Disappointed Fernandina Beach
Mayor Miller Lite wanted to personally host the entire event but now
thinks it should be banned.

The Green Turtle.......
where our regulars are
the nicest weirdos on the island.

Due to circumstances beyond our control the live performances of the Bolshoi
Ballet and the London Royal Philharmonic Orchestra scheduled for Taco
Tuesdays have been cancelled.
As a result of this unfortunate postponement we are inviting all classical season
ticket holders to join our regulars for a series of blues, rock, country, soul and
more -- free of charge on our world-famous porch for the next several weeks. To
help dampen the disappointment our kitchen will be turning out a variety of
Cuban sandwiches, Rubens, gyros, hot dogs, and Turkey BLT wraps beginning at
7 p.m. Wednesday through Sunday.
Even though it won't be the same without a performance of Tchaikovsky's Swan
Lake or Stravinsky's Rite of Spring you can still sip a beer, enjoy a cocktail or glass
of wine while you play ping pong and listen to the music.

14 South 3rd Street
904/ 321-2324
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POSITIONS
AVAILABLE!
The Seabreeze Lounge is seeking qualified
applicants to become new regular customers.
A limited number of prime seats at our
bar, tables and poolside have just become
available. Hurry, as this is a limited time offer
and these positions will be filled quickly.
So, if you enjoy a lively atmosphere, are
looking for a regular hangout with like-minded
folks, and happy hour specials, stop by and see
if you qualify. If we're open when you arrive
you probably qualify. No experience required.
Training will be provided.
Those being considered must enjoy live entertainment and lively conversation. Join us where very
attractive people -- and one ugly one -- serve a wide-variety of cocktails, beer and wine in a very
pleasant environment.

SEABREEZE LOUNGE
2707 Sadler Road
(In the Days Inn & Suites)
Amelia Island, FL 32034
904/277-230

Do not bring us this coupon.

We specialize in pajama related stuff and hard-to-find goofy items with little redeeming value that
will make you the center of attention. For the next six months we're also offering free samples of The
Environment.
However, we DO NOT sell pizza. So please don't bother bringing us this coupon. And while it is
permissible to eat pizza in your pajamas, we don't supply the pizza.
If you're in luck our shop owner, Pajamadave, will not be here when you stop by, and if he is feel free to
ignore him.

Pajama Life 12 South 2nd Street
Downtown Fernandina Beach, FL
904/310-9314
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Amelia Boat Captain Discovers The Environment
A

Fernandina Beach tour boat
operator has made a startling
discovery that has eluded explorers
for decades when he accidently sailed
into The Environment, which he says
is located just eight miles southeast of
Amelia Island.
"I was a bit off course and missed
Cumberland Island by a few nautical
miles when I saw it," said Pajamadave
Voorhees, a local tour boat captain.
"I sailed right into The Environment
while tourists snapped pictures and
'ooohed and aaahed.' It was very
exciting because we know people talk
about The Environment all the time
but nobody really knows where it is.
Now they do."
Voorhees said he marked The
Environment with a red buoy so he'll
know where it is the next time out.
Describing it Captain Voorhees said:
"It's a good size area with an abundance of water, fish, birds and air,
not unlike many of the other areas
around Amelia Island or anywhere
else. I can't say there is any one significant feature that distinguishes it from
any other area, but you'll know you
are in The Environment when you get
there. There is no mistake about that."

As word spread of Voorhees' discovery
excited scientists from around the
world began making arrangements
to swarm the area and study it
from every angle while the tourist
industry and promoters are looking for ways to capitalize on the
breathtaking discovery. Bottles of
"Environmental Air" and "Water
from The Environment" are already
popping up on store shelves around
the island, but there is no way to
determine if they really came from
The Environment or Yulee said one
skeptical observer.
Amelia River Cruises is already
planning special excursions into
The Environment and Pajama Life,
a downtown shop owned by Captain
Voorhees is planning on selling an
"I Survived The Environment" line
of clothing.
Fernandina Beach Mayor Miller
Lite said he has asked his highplaced connections in Washington,
D.C. and Tallahassee to place large
signs in front of the newly discovered site that say: "Please do not
throw stuff in The Environment"
and "The Environment is a plastic
bag free zone."

Captain Pajamadave Dave circles The Environment as his passengers snap photos
of the recently discovered landmark that sits just off the coast of Amelia Island.

Fernandina Mayor To Require Local Doctors Say Breastfeeding
Benefits Outweigh the Hassle
Carbon Emission Cuts

N

oting that carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions are an ever increasing danger and contribute greatly to
climate warming, Fernandina Beach
Mayor Miller Lite has urged the City
Commission to pass an ordinance
that curtails locals from emitting
too much carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere.
"Man-made CO2 in the atmosphere
has increased by a third since the
pre-industrial era creating an additional rise in global temperatures
which is warming the planet,"
explained the ecologically-minded

mayor. "I feel we can control how
humans breath in oxygen and then
breath out tons of carbon emissions
daily and show the world that the
residents of Amelia Island are doing
their part to prevent climate change."
Mayor Lite's ordinance will decree
that residents living at even numbered street addresses or apartment
numbers will be allowed to breath
out while those living at odd number
residences will be allowed to breath
in. "This should cut carbon emissions
on the island by half, maybe more,"
explained the giddy mayor.

D

uring a local seminar for expectant mothers a pediatric physician
at Amelia Island Baptist General
Hospital encouraged pregnant women
to immediately begin breastfeeding
their new born infants saying the benefits far outweigh any inconvenience.
"Breast fed infants have fewer infections and are stronger and healthier
overall," said Dr. Angie O'Plasty,
head of Baptist Health's Pediatric
Department. Dr. O'Plasty said that
the benefits of breastfeeding are well

established even though medical
science still has some unanswered
questions about the process including:
How the milk gets from the cows to
the new mothers?
"Also, some new mothers find it
inconvenient and uncomfortable
sleeping in the refrigerator to keep the
milk from spoiling," she added.
"Despite any inconveniences, the
Facebook posting opportunities are
enormous," tweeted the doctor.

"Hands Up Don't Sing" Law
Bans Playing of Many Songs
Tallahassee -- The Florida State
Legislature has passed a "Hands Up
Don't Sing" noise ordinance. It applies
only to musicians and singers and
requires that they never, ever play certain songs. If they do, they risk a fine,
incarceration and possible execution.
"The ordinance comes on the heels
of massive protest marches, packed
state-wide city commission meetings,
letters to politicians, newspaper editorials, and sit-ins, all pleading for
relief,” said state official Rush Intuit.
"As a result a strict music code has
been established."

Restaurant guests, singers and a local musician attempt to flee authorities for
violating the new Hands Up Don’t Sing law.

Mr. Intuit detailed the task of
the newly formed Music Code
Enforcement Authority, which wrote
the "Hands Up Don't Sing" ordinance
to ensure that patrons of restaurants, bars and various concerts and
other private and publicly sponsored
events are protected from disturbing
music repeatedly played by professional musicians only for their own
enjoyment.

"Patrons, area residents, tourists and
people passing by on the street have
constantly complained about the songs
that many of these cruel artists play
repeatedly," said Mr. Intuit.
From now on according to the new
ordinance musicians will no longer be
permitted to perform a list of forbidden songs that include: Mustang Sally,
Old Time Rock & Roll, Sweet Caroline,
Hotel California, Brown Eyed Girl,
Sweet Home Alabama, My Girl, Happy
Together, The Dock of the Bay, Toes,
and It's a Wonderful World. Lounge
singers, particularly piano players, can
never again play or sing Send In the
Clowns and Misty. Customers requesting any of the banned songs will be
arrested and exiled to Cleveland.
Bands and solo musicians performing
these tunes will be fined and jailed
while amateurs singing them during
a karaoke session could face life in
prison in a solitary confinement cell.
Repeat offenders could face life in the
electric chair.
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GOT BEER?
We do...

and lots of it!

Amelia Tavern
318 Centre Street
904/310-6088

S
S
E
L
P
TO
!
G
N
I
T
BOA
Bimini!
Not Bikini!
Amelia Island Boat Club & Rentals
has boats for all weather occasions...so relax with the Bimini top up or down.

Located at the Amelia Island Yacht Basin,
on the right before Shave Bridge, just before leaving Amelia Island.

ameilaboatclub.com

904/572-3216
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Are His Government Benefits In Jeopardy?

Disoriented Illegal Alien Attends Deportation Hearing By Mistake
By Noah Comprenday

A

disoriented local illegal alien,
who thought he was signing up
for a variety of government benefits
instead entered a Nassau County
courtroom and attended his own
deportation hearing by mistake making him the first illegal person in the
U.S. to attend such a hearing according to immigration officials who
refused to be identified.
Juan Beegmeestake said he thought
he was signing up for Obamacare,

education assistance, food stamps,
Section 8 housing and disability payments but instead walked in on an
immigration courtroom staffed by a
dozing judge, who acknowledged that
Mr. Beegmeestake was the first illegal
immigrant to ever appear in his court.
'It's a very delicate situation," said
the startled and sleepy judge. "Since
we've never had an illegal show up
for their hearing before we're not
exactly sure how to proceed as there

is no precedent." According to the
Executive Office of Immigration
Review, people just don't show up
after being released on bond or on
their own recognizance as nothing
ever happens to them anyway and it
interferes with their benefit processing procedures.
While trying to figure out how to
proceed with the confusing situation
helpful government officials, who had
no other duties to perform, assisted

Look Ma! No Yo-Yo
H
undreds of local elementary-school-aged children were
disappointed when they went to
see the world famous Yo Yo Ma
who appeared at the Amelia Island
Chamber Music Festival this year.

Hector Alup expresses disappointment
at not getting a new bag of yo-yo’s and
learning new tricks at Yo Yo Ma event.

"My boy was very upset," lamented
one distraught mother, who said her
son came to the festival prepared to
see some innovative techniques but
left disillusioned. "Hector hardly slept
the night before he was so excited,"
said Ms. Mae Kitt Alup. "Then when
we get there instead of a program of
yo-yo demonstrations and techniques,

all we get is a guy sitting on a chair
playing a cello."
She said that the kids were expecting
to see him perform on the looped
slip-string, which she explained
allows the yo-yo to sleep - "a necessity
for advanced tricks."
According to Ms. Alup her son and
many others were expecting to
enhance their yo-yo skills and perfect techniques ranging from Walk
the Dog and The Creeper to Around
the World and The Sleeper. "We
thought maybe some of the more
advanced Trapeze and Elevator

Mr. Beegmeestake in filling out the
appropriate paperwork for his government benefits. They discovered that in
addition to the lengthy list of federal
and state goodies he is already eligible
for, he can also claim unemployment
benefits since he has no job and his
prospects for getting one appear dim
as he only speaks and understands a
rare dialect of Sanskrit and is trained
only in building explosive devices
made out of ordinary household
chemicals and old cell phones.

tricks would even be demonstrated but the entire evening we didn't
even see one single yo yo in the
entire festival said her son Hector,
"just some guy playing a big fiddle."
"I don't understand how you can
advertise a festival with a guy
named Yo Yo and not have a single
yo yo anywhere in sight," lamented
the distraught mother. "The kids
thought there would be yo yo demos,
yo yo's for sale, hot dogs, sodas and
maybe some rock music. But no, all
we get is this guy with a cello."

Media Roundup

News-Leader Accidentally Prints
Factual and Accurate News Story

A

timely news story with facts and
verifiable details may have been
accidentally published in the local
News-Leader newspaper this week
according to startled readers of the
publication.
"It was something we're never seen
in the local newspaper before and
we were astounded," said Kay Sera,
one of the paper's few remaining
subscribers. "The article was well-defined, easy to read and related to
a factual account of a newsworthy

If you're looking for good German food...

event. The reporter appeared to be
totally objective and displayed all
sides of the issue and the sources for
the story were identified and reliable."
"If this is a trend, then what will
become of our bi-weekly word jumble
of incoherent columnists, useless and
inaccurate information, grip-andgrin pictures and rambling and irrational letters to the editor?" lamented
Ms. Sera, who said she is worried that
the local paper is losing its charm.

News-Wrecker To Receive
Pulitzer Prize for Journalism

D

espite attempts to downplay it,
the staff of the Amelia Island
News-Wrecker today announced it
was awarded the prestigious Pulitzer
Prize for journalism.
News-Wrecker Editor Anita
Nuderbeer said she was flabbergasted
at the news since she had just read

a story in this issue of the NewsWrecker that the paper wasn't even
considered for the award.
"Newspapers need to take responsibility for the accuracy of the articles
they print," said the confused but
proud Wrecker editor.

News-Wrecker Not A Recipient Of
Pulitzer Prize for Journalism

A

melia Island News Wrecker
Editor Anita Nuderbeer today
confirmed that the News-Wrecker was
not awarded the prestigious Pulitzer
Prize for journalism.
Ms. Nuderbeer said that the paper
wasn't ever considered for the prize,
it was never nominated for an award
and that the folks in charge of awarding the prize have never even heard of
the News-Wrecker.

"I don't want folks to think that we
were boasting about awards that we
have never received or don't deserve,"
she emphasized. "These rumors
spread like wildfire and I don't want
unconfirmed stories like this to end
up in the pages of our paper. That's
why we take immediate action to
correct inaccurate stories like the one
above that says we were honored with
a Pulitzer."

...then this is not the place for you.
But if you want to visit one of
the hottest spots on Amelia
Island, and you have a craving
for southwestern food then
you've found the right place.

Barberitos
Southwestern Grille
& Cantina
1519 Sadler Road
904/277-2505
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If we had one it would probably look like this:

Hampton Inn & Suites
Amelia Island
Historic Harbor Front

But we don’t. However, our guests can walk to
more than 30 restaurants and bars from our
downtown location. And if screwy Uncle Louis
and nutty Aunt Sally come to visit just tell
them your house is being fumigated and let
them choose from one of our standard rooms
or two-room guest suites.

• SWIMMING POOL
• COMPLETE HOT BREAKFAST
• GYM
19 SOUTH 2ND STREET
FERNANDINA BEACH
USA TEL: +1-904-491-4911
FAX: +1-904-491-4910

Cafe Karibo

D

o you enjoy pan seared beef
medallions, topped with
scallion and lump crabmeat with
tarragon cream sauce?

(Because we can’t spell caribou)

Clip out the picture to the right,
sprinkle generously with salt
and pepper then marinate it in a
vinegar, oil and garlic seasoning
overnight in the refrigerator. Bake
it in a small covered casserole dish
at 350 degrees for 90 minutes. Let
it cool and serve with your favorite
red wine.
You'll discover that it tastes awful!
In fact it's disgusting and the recipe
is absurd. So stop eating pictures
of attractive food you find in
newspaper ads and join us at Cafe
Karibo for the real thing.

27 N 3rd Street
Fernandina Beach FL
904/277-5269
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Business &
Technology
News wrecker exclusive

Amelia Island Family Happy With Comcast

By Reed Ickulus

I

n an exclusive interview the Otto
DeLoop family of Amelia Island
told the News-Wrecker that its
Comcast TV, Internet and telephone
service works just fine and they've
never experienced a problem with
the company and couldn't be happier
with the cable giant's service.
Interviewed at his residence at the
Center for the Very, Very Confused,
Otto DeLoop told a News-Wrecker
investigative reporter that he didn't
mind the fact that he originally
signed up for a $19 a month package
that gradually increased over time

and now fluctuates between $230
and $300 a month with no rational
explanation.
"Sure the phone goes out unexpectedly and the Internet stops when I
urgently need it the most and I only
watch four TV channels, but so what,"
grinned Mr. DeLoop as he peered
out from behind the tiny mesh-wired
window of his apartment door, which
is bolted shut from the outside.
Mr. DeLoop said he really likes the
fact that he has the option of watching some 50 Spanish channels despite
the fact no one in his family speaks

Lying On Dating Sites
Now Illegal for Men
By Hans Offeme

Tallahassee -- Lying on computer
dating sites by men has been declared
illegal and punishable by life in prison by the State of Florida announced
the Florida State Attorney General's
office today.
Women are not impacted by the
new law, which The National
Organization for Women (NOW)
says will serve to level the playing
field in the dating arena. NOW and
civil rights organizations say men
have always had an unfair advantage over women in dating, leaving
women vulnerable to their "manipulation, lies and deceit."
"The new law was sparked by an avalanche of aggrieved Floridian women
who have been duped by egregious
dating profiles that exaggerate
appearances, professions and personalities and felt it was time to put

a stop to this outrageous scam," said
Helena Handbasket, a single, frumpy,
plain looking, overweight, angry,
middle-aged, liberal activist.
"How would you like it if you paid
to meet a guy on a dating site who
claimed he was attractive, quick-witted, athletic, well-traveled, and financially secure only to discover that
he was a fat, unemployed, toothless
ex-con, who has never been out of the
county and whose only exercise was
dumpster diving, smelled like a wet
dog, and demanded that you pay for
dinner," explained the somewhat agitated and disheveled Ms. Handbasket.
"Lying on a dating site is right up
there with speaking French, as things
people should never, ever do," she
added.

Spanish and he said he doesn't know
anyone who does. "The real fun part
is when my seven-year-old daughter
flips through the channel guide and
asks those silly childish questions
about the titles of the X-rated channels and films. That's so cute," chuckled Mr. DeLoop.
Mr. DeLoop said that his toddler
son has discovered how much fun it
is to call Comcast's toll free number
and interact with the voice response
system. "On days when the system is
down and he doesn't have anything
to do he'll call Comcast and punch a

combination of numbers just to see
what kind of responses he'll get," said
Mr. DeLoop. "He'll stay on the phone
playing for hours. Some kids have
imaginary friends, but our son has
the Comcast phone lady."
The DeLoop interview was cut short
when a while life insurance salesman
arrived to collect his signature and
checks, an aluminum siding crew
began work on his brick apartment,
and a Nigerian prince called about a
money wire transfer.

Local Resident Invents PC
Created From Plastic Bags
By Ima Hacker

A

n Amelia Island resident and
retired recluse, Cy Burnett,
shocked the technology world when
he unveiled a powerful new laptop
computer made entirely out of discarded plastic bags and powered by
fracking water at a press conference
here.
Mr. Burnett, who lives in a burrow
dug into the side of the gigantic
Rayonier sawdust pile off South 3rd
Street in Fernandina Beach, said his
new computer is one of the most
powerful ever produced and was
built using only discarded plastic
bags and powered by water used in
the fracking process.
A powerful Wall Street securities
analyst who attended the press
conference predicted that Burnett's
spectacular breakthrough would
cause a run on plastic bags at
grocery stores around the globe

and will send those politicians
demanding that bags and fracking be banned into "well-deserved
political obscurity" as the international demand skyrockets for both
commodities, now considered as
valuable as precious metals.
Burnett says he is also working on
several other inventions using other
people's discards including a three
and a half piece suit, numberless
playing cards, three sided pieces
of paper and tasteless candy for
dieters.
Burnett, who only uses garbage,
road kill and trash in his South 3rd
Street laboratory, says he will never
be at a loss for materials as the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
says each American creates 1,628
pounds of trash in a year, no matter
their political persuasion.

Island Life Attracting Well-Known Celebrities
By Cody Pendant

A

ctors, athletes, authors, wealthy
business executives and now
world-renown literary celebrities
have selected Amelia Island as their
place of residence or retirement home
it has been reported by local tourist
and real estate organizations.
An island real estate broker who
caters to wealthy celebrities has confirmed to the News-Wrecker that
a number of well-known literary
figures have moved to the island
recently and have been spotted at
various restaurants, bars and the
beach.
"Some of these folks are hard to
miss," said Broker Ernest Monet.
"For example the obviously addled
elderly lady wearing a red hoodie

feeding pigeons on a downtown
bench who keeps crying "wolf " has
been identified for her legendary
role as Little Red.
In addition Sleeping Beauty has
been spotted dozing off on the on
the Palace Saloon bar as she waits
for Prince Charming to complete
18 holes of golf. And Snow White
has been warned more than once
not to loiter around the Atlantic
Recreation Center playground.
Cinderella, with her unique pumpkinmobile is a mainstay at the
annual Concours d'Elegence while
Hansel and Gretel have joined
the European American Business
Association and lecture extensively
on child abuse.

Sleeping Beauty enjoys a few glasses of wine at a local tavern while waiting for her
husband, Prince Charming, to finish a round of golf.
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If we don't have it...
...then it does not exist
and you don't need it.

No matter where you live...
Here...

Or here...

If you are looking for something to wear, eat, play with,
decorate your house, or a gift for fussy Aunt Myrtle, then
this is your last stop.
We been providing locals and tourists with items ranging
from moustache wax and scrub boards to playing cards
and homemade jams since 1873.

Safe N Secure’s services include personal guidance
and training as well as security personnel and
advanced technology to provide Amelia Island
families the protection they deserve.

Bernard Martinage
904/335-0525
www.MyFernandina.com
904/261-5377
www.ameliasoutherntouch.com

FL licenses A1400210, B1400028

Our Bar Is Topless!

And Our Restaurant Sucks!
HAPPY HOUR 11AM-7PM EVERY DAY

The Crab Trap . 31 North 2nd Street . Fernandina Beach
904/261-4749 . www.AmeliaCrabTrap.com
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Opinion &

Letters to the editor
proud winner of no awards ever

Buying Third World Nation
Island's Answer for Future

Urban Sprawl?

Amelia Island is awash in wealth.

Events such as the Concours d'Elegance, Shrimp Festival, the National
Petanque Tournament, music festivals, barbeque and chili cook offs and more
have brought international attention to our tiny coastal island and as a result
city and county coffers are bursting as are individual bank accounts.
Property values are the highest they have ever been and are continuing to grow;
businesses are booming; unemployment is almost at zero and everybody is
enjoying untold wealth and prosperity.
So how can we protect this astronomical treasure in case our golden goose ever
stops laying?
The crack editorial and business staffs of the News-Wrecker suggest that the
city and county commissions put together an investment team and we strongly
advise that we purchase a third-world country.

There are a vast number of faltering and poorly run third world nations scattered around the globe that have enormous earnings potential if they are properly exploited.
Sierra Leon and Togo on Africa's west coast are just two examples. Or closer
to home, how about El Salvador? These are small and obscure countries that
almost no one will miss if they were to be absorbed by Amelia Island. They
have mining, fishing, recreational resources and native populations just waiting
to be exploited. Our island's hospitality experts and the collective brain power
of all the retired Fortune 500 CEOs living here who are looking to get back in
the game make a formidable team for our island's colonial future.
So, come on Amelia Island let's invest our money wisely and purchase a third
world nation while there are still some bargains out there. Together we can
become a colonial powerhouse.

Horse Cents
H

as anybody else noticed that Cumberland Island, just to the north of us, is
full of horses just wandering around aimlessly? And they apparently don't
belong to anybody.
It seems logical to the editorial board of the News-Wrecker that these horses
represent a variety of entrepreneurial opportunities for the people of Amelia
Island.
Horses can be used for a number of purposes ranging from rodeos and cattle
drives to plowing fields and photo opportunities at children's birthday parties.
With the approval of the U.S. Bureau of Land Management we can easily head
over to Cumberland, corral all these animals, bring them back here, and make
solid economic use of these horses who are currently living unproductive and
aimless lives. It makes economic and humane sense.

Are the fast growing suburbs of Yulee putting a strain on our county's school system
and taxing our public utilities? Let your elected officials know what you think.

Letters to the Editor
Letting Off Steam

It's important that your readers know what happened to me last Tuesday afternoon and hopefully it will assist them if they find themselves in a similar situation. About 4:30 p.m. I drove downtown, easily found a convenient parking
space, then walked up and down Centre Street browsing in a number of shops.
I stopped at the library where I checked out a book, then ordered an ice cream
cone and wandered over to the harbor and watched the boats. Since it was
starting to get dark I hurried back to my car and drove home in time to watch
the news, ate meat loaf and mashed potatoes for dinner and went to bed about
10:30. I feel so much better for getting all this off my chest.
Kay Sera, Fernandina Beach

The Banking System Is Failing Us
What's going on with our banking system? Signs of ineptitude and corruption
are under our noses right here on Amelia Island. I mean, every time I've ever
gone to a local bank to conduct a financial transaction, the pens don't work.
Has anyone else ever noticed that the pens are either out of ink or missing
from the shiny metal links that connect them to the stands near the tellers,
leaving the little chains dangling over the side. This is not a healthy sign for
the future of our country.
Phyllis Steen, The Plantation

I've Had It!
What's going on with this newspaper? My letter is far more important than
that drivel from those two morons above me. I've had it with bungling editors
with no news judgment who fail to comprehend why this letter should be at
the top and not the last one printed. If this continues I'm canceling my subscription and personally calling every one of your readers to tell them why.

Anne Oyance, Yulee

Ask Dave...

(Need help in your personal or professional life and want to spread joy and happiness? Write to Dave with your questions and offer to co-sign his
bank note.)

Concerned?

Useful phrase?

Dear Dave:

Dear Worried:

Dear Dave:

Dear Anxious:

I'm becoming more concerned
about my health. Do you think I
should cut back or eliminate alcohol from, my diet?

Absolutely not. There are a lot of
bars on our island and they need you
and your friends to keep them going
and help the local economy. Besides,
wine is made from fruit and brandy
is distilled wine. That means they
take all the useless water out of the
fruit bits so you get even more of the
fruit goodness. And beer is made out
of grain, very healthy. Nope, you'd
be hurting your health and the local
economy to cut back or stop.

I'm taking a business trip to the middle east soon. Are there any general
Farsi phrases that you think might be
useful for me to learn before I leave?

There are at least two that you should
learn before departing that will
come in handy immediately. They
are: "Akbar me-gawdi faz sis-boombah," which means "Thank you for
showing me your gun," and "Ka-kalla
la-ka mi-fawzi ran-goon mak akbar
sha-zam salabim zoom-zoom," which
translates as: "It is very kind of you
to allow me to travel in the trunk of
your vehicle."

Worried in Fernandina

Anxious in Callahan
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We do really boring stuff.....
.....so you don't have to!

Do you really think anybody cares where
you bought your clothes or accessories?
At our two locations we have shoes that have
been under the beds of Hollywood’s most
handsome actors, dresses that have danced at
Academy Award parties, purses that have seen
the former King of Siam’s royal palace, business
ensembles that have fought some of Wall
Street’s most fierce hostile takeovers and much
more.

J. Gutenberg
Employee of the month!
Johannes "Joe" Gutenberg, a legend in the printing industry and
a digital imaging genius, has joined our staff so ask to speak to
"Joe" when you drop in. Hopefully he'll be working the day you
come by. Joe's been in the industry for more than 560 years so
he knows his stuff.
We produce digital imaging (printing from business cards to
billboards), engineering copies (blueprinting), data transfer
from tape to disk, bookmaking, mounting, binding and a variety
of custom work. And our customers range from individuals to
corporate giants.

Charlie Monroe
961687 Gateway Blvd., Suite 101-F
Fernandina Beach, Florida 32034
Monday-Friday 8:30AM to 5PM
904.277.1277
charlie@digitalvillager.net
www.digitalvillager.com
Across the parking lot from Barbara Jean's Restaurant

Stop by during Shrimp Festival and enter our
exclusive drawing to win an extraordinary
winter trip for one by llama across Canada’s
frozen north.

BUY GONES
464073 SR 200 Yulee
(A1A & Blackrock Rd.)
(904) 206-9475
buygonesamelia.com

1014 South 7th Street
Fernandina Beach
904-277-4071

Wanna Paddle with the Loch Ness Monster?!?
Well we can’t offer you that but take a
tour with us and you can paddle thru a
protected salt marsh where we have seen
Dolphins, Sea Turtles, and Manatees!

904-251-0016

We also offer:
• Segway ecotours
• Paddleboard classes & rentals
• SUP Yoga

“You deserve a good paddling!”
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Two New Mills To Open On Town Waterfront
By Macon Monet
Business Editor

T

wo new industries have
announced they will develop
properties on downtown Fernandina
Beach's waterfront between the two
paper mills already operating there,
boosting Amelia Island's economic
outlook, employment opportunities,
and offering relief from the intense
sunshine with what the mills promise
will be a continuous stream of gritty
haze from their smoke stacks.
According to a company press release
the properties, which are owned and
operated by Brazen Amalgamated
Developers, Inc. (BAD: NYSE), will
dominate the downtown waterfront
district thus eliminating the need for
dredging the marina harbor. "Our
operations not only offer an economic boom for Amelia Island, but save
residents money spent on dredging
because our massive industrial complexes will pump their waste into the
harbor, converting it into a putrid
mass of toxic, reeking sludge, rendering it unsuitable for recreational purposes and dangerous for animals and
humans," said the release.
BAD company spokesperson Dustin
Debree said two separate divisions
of his corporation would begin construction as soon as they tear down
the current marina and fill in the
town parking lots that are currently
impeding their progress.
Mr. Debree said the first site will
host the country's largest Puppy Mill
while the second, and smaller location
would be a world-class Rumor Mill.
"The city dithered for years on this
valuable piece of property and did

nothing so we stepped in to fill the
void," he added.
Jack R. Terrier, general manager of
the firm’s Puppy Mill, told a press
conference that his facility will be
seeking employees skilled in handling animals but is also looking for
drivers for the firm’s fleet of puppy
trucks that will travel up and down
8th Street, competing for traffic
lanes with the current log truck fleet.
“We’re looking for employees who
will drive, not chase the trucks,”
explained Mr. Terrier, who spoke to
the media while his administrative
assistant scratched behind the GM’s
ears and rubbed his belly. He said
other than the rancid odor of urine
and feces and the occasional swarm of
fleas and ticks, local residents should
not be concerned about the new facility’s safety procedures.
In a somewhat unusual situation, Mr.
Terrier, who appeared very composed
during the question and answer period, became extremely annoyed at
what he perceived as a hostile question by one reporter and unexpectedly bit her on the ankle.
New Rumor Mill General Manager
Ann Ecdote, said her company’s mill
is free of pollution despite reports
to the contrary. She added that her
firm will be seeking employees who
have media and political backgrounds
and explained that recently divorced
women and those that have been
newly dumped by their boyfriends
make first class professional “rumor
mongers.” They’ll get paid to dish the

Above is an example of how the new Puppy Mill and Rumor Mill will enhance the
downtown waterfront.

dirt,” chuckled the rumor monger
mill manager.
“I’ve heard that we will pay exceptionally high salaries with outlandish
benefits, but can’t substantiate any of
that until I check with our corporate
offices,” she added.
Ms. Ecdote said that local gossip
claims that her firm will pay a minimum wage of between $100-$150 an
hour for unskilled workers without
high school diplomas was a perfect
example of the kind of rubbish her
company delivers. “Our management
team is said to be very proud of this
type of story and we look forward
to opening our new 100,000 squarefoot facility next month or maybe a
600,000 square-foot site late next year.
Mill executives were easily accessible
and eagerly responded to reporter’s
questions with astounding conflicting
and far-fetched answers, saying their
responses are proof that their company produces a superior line of hearsay.

In its traditional operating approach
the company said it might possibly confirm that its largest and
most profitable division was its
political arm and that its largest
customer there may be the Obama
Administration. We can barely keep
up with the demand of the current
occupant of the White House,” said
Ms. Ecdote. “I’ve been told that his
appetite for outrageous and jaw-dropping gibberish and far-fetched half
truths is keeping our R&D labs and
manufacturing lines running in three
shifts, 24 hours a day. It has almost
maybe eclipsed our main stream
media division and political campaign arms. At least that’s what I’ve
heard on the street.”
Ms. Ecdote, who previously worked
for the Hillary Clinton presidential
campaign, said the mill will employ
between 45 to 2,000 people or maybe
it won’t.

DON'T DRIVE ALL THE WAY TO CANADA!
Eat Locally and Save $1,623!
Save $1,623 on your next order of Poutine, Canada's only
gourmet food. By the time you drive the 2,876 miles to Ontario
and back, pay for gas, lodging and meals you will have spent a
minimum of $1,632. That's a lot of money for fries, cheese curds,
pork and gravy, when we provide it for $9.00.
So forget the border hassle, currency exchanges, tiring six-day
round-trip drive, strange customs, and learning the complex
Canadian language, and join us at the corner of South 8th Street
and Beech Street. You'll be glad you did. You know what I mean,
Eh?
If you think eating Poutine locally is a money saver, just wait
till you try our French charcuterie plate, Mexican tacos, Italian
scallop risotto, and other meals that would cost you a fortune in
airfare, lodging and more.
Beech Street Bar & Grill is open Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
5 p.m. to 10 p.m.; Friday and Saturday 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. and
Sunday 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Closed Monday.

Coming soon!
Another Canadian classic:
cod tongue.

BEECH STREET BAR & GRILL
801 Beech St.
(904) 572-1390
www.BeechStreetBarAndGrill.com
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We're raising the bar on island entertainment!

In fact, we're raising two of them this year.
Scheduled for a late spring 2016 opening Locals will feature a large circular
bar, cozy comfortable chairs, large screen TVs featuring professional and
college sports as well as a separate room with several pool tables, bar
snacks and more. We will also have a patio and large central fireplace. A full
bar will also feature a variety of distilled spirits, fine wines, and domestic
and imported beers.
Later in the summer, our 7,000-square-foot Sadler Ranch, the island's
only country bar and the hottest one anywhere near the Florida-Georgia
border opens its doors to a two-stepping crowd with a huge corral-style
wooden dance floor and a stage for live bands. Our 400-person capacity
Ranch will also provide darts, pool, ping pong, etc. on an outdoor patio
and a wide selection of beverages.

Locals & Sadler Ranch  The corner of Sadler and South 14th Street
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Restaurant & Food News
T-Ray’s Left-Handed Burger Shelved;
New Phonewich Concept Readied
by AL Dente
NewsWrecker Food Editor

A

well-intentioned left-handed
hamburger concept conceived by
T-Ray's Burger Station last year has
been temporarily shelved sending the
T-Ray Research & Development team
scurrying back to its kitchen laboratory where a highly unusual and
original phonewich is rumored to be
in the works.
"The left-handed burger was premature," said T-Ray's Director of R&D,
Sarah Bellum. She said some of the
first customers were so confused they
were eating the ground-breaking
burger from the top down and bottom up.
However, she did hint that T-Ray
Mullis, CEO of the iconic eatery, has
given the R&D team the go-ahead to
work on other new and innovative
food concepts ranging from left handed soups and spaghetti to its highly
secretive phonewich, an edible cell
phone that enables busy people who
eat on the run to text their colleagues
while they eat their meal. Ms. Bellum
says that once perfected the edible
phone will become standard fare on
menus all over America.
"Diners will no longer have to use
their hands to text while trying to
eat," explained the humble Mr. Mullis.
"They'll be able to eat and text

simultaneously. How they chew will
determine the content of the message." T-Ray food scientists described
it as a "top-end butt-dial."
Ms. Bellum said there are still a few
kinks to be worked out including the
fact that a variety of condiments don't
mix well with the phone's digestible
circuitry, and dentures and missing
teeth affect text content as well as
some cost issues. "We are trying to
reduce the $4,500 phonewich to a
more modest price as most people
just don't want to spend that much
for lunch" she added. Timing is also
an issue as once a diner has finished
a meal that's it...no more texts or calls
can be made, she explained.
Healthy eating is also one of the product's selling points. "Chewing slowly
is not only healthy, but in this case
enables the diner to make more and
longer calls," she explained. "Calls
don't end until the phonewich is fully
digested said T-Ray technicians.
Ms. Bellum said the ideas are all
based on solid high tech food theory
and, like the left-handed burger concept, they are all what the customers
indicate they want. "We learned our
lesson with the left-handed burger
and will not rush other new products
to the marketplace until more qualitative research work has been done
through focus groups and T-Ray's is

A T-Ray test kitchen employee samples the new Phonewich.

more prepared in terms of perceptions, opinions, beliefs, and attitudes
toward them including education,
advertising and packaging."
Mr. Mullis said that in addition to
his R&D organization his marketing, operations, transportation, and
business practices departments are

working together closely to ensure
a successful market launch of the
phonewich and other revolutionary
food concepts. "Do you have any
idea how many $5.95 fried bologna
sandwiches we have to sell in order to
finance an operation on the scale of
this one," he exclaimed.

Restaurants Installing Scales
Specialty Restaurant Opens
Featuring Gluten And Lactic Acid To Ban Overweight People
By E. Coli
NewsWrecker Food Critic

by AL Dente
NewsWrecker Food Editor

G

luactic, a restaurant that specializes exclusively in hard to find
gluten and lactic acid, has opened on
Amelia Island.
In an exclusive interview Gluatic
chef and owner Sal Monella told the
News-Wrecker: "People are tired of
being told by medical and vegetarian
busy-bodies what they can and can't
eat." He said that the time was ripe
for an eatery specializing in good old
fashioned gluten and lactic acid "like
mom used to make."

gluten with liver, crunchy pork skins
and moose pate.
Lactic acid is mostly served in cups
but can be had in bowls with fried
gluten sticks for dipping.

n an effort to promote the health
of the community and to eliminate
beach eye sores, the Nassau County
Board of Commissioners voted unanimously to order area restaurants to
install scales at their entrances to prevent overweight people from gaining
entry.

diners,” she said. “Other than fat people the only complaints we’ve received
so far are from the folks that manufacture and distribute doggie bags.”

“We were inspired by the ‘You must
be this tall to enter’ signs on rides at
theme parks and figured we could
take that concept a step further,” said
commission spokesperson Bea Esson.

The only glitch in the ordinance so
far has been in the restaurant delivery
sector, where it is almost impossible
to monitor who is ordering food sent
to homes or hotel rooms. “Delivery
people have been greeted by a high
degree of hostility from residents
and guests who are required to step
on a portable scale before the order
is handed over,” said Esson. “We’re
going to work with local police and
sheriff’s departments to see if we can
come up with a contractual delivery
program.....kind of a combination
pizza and restraining order delivery
service.”

“The scales are as simple as those
in a typical doctor’s office with a
device to measure height and weight,”
added Esson. “Restaurants are provided standards to show what the
ideal weight is for men and women
of all heights and ages and anyone
that exceeds those standards will be
denied entry.”

Chef Monella also explained that his
restaurant will soon introduce onetrick ponies to its menu, explaining
that people often hear about these
tasty delicacies in metaphors but have
rarely ever eaten one. "People who
want to order a one-trick pony are
advised to call ahead at least one week
in advance," he advised. "This a fun
treat for a birthday celebration for
adults, but not so much for kids."
Chef Monella said diners at Gluactic
can select from a choice of gluten
selections including two of his favorites: deep-fried gluten served on a
slick bed of warm Crisco and poached

I

A traditional gluten bowl with garnish.

Esson told the News-Wrecker that
complaints from tourists and many
area residents prompted the move.
“Frankly, people are fed up with fatsos hogging the buffets, salad bars
and munching their way through the
all-you-can-eat specials leaving nothing in their wake but arugula and
parsley garnish for more moderate

The county tourist commission said
it thinks the new ordinance will also
help beautify the area, particularly
the beaches.

Dave Scott
is a POO-POO HEAD
Paid for by friends of Fernandina Beach
Mayor Johnny Miller
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If you want to do this on a jet ski,
you’ll have to try it somewhere else…

This is not our boat.

Want
to
take a
cruise?

We will not leave you adrift at sea, ground you on coastal
rocks, flood the ship with sewage, or catch the boat on fire.
In two hours we will take you through the waterways,
channels, coves and marshes surrounding Amelia Island while
we point out dolphins, wild horses, and historic structures. We
will share stories from the past while you enjoy the beautiful
sunset and we have live music on certain sunset cruises.

If you want to explore Amelia Island and its neighboring
area, Flying Fish Adventures offers guided jet ski tours of the
Florida and Georgia coastlines.

If you want a ship with a swimming pool, ballrooms, lavish
buffets, dinners with the captain and exorbitant bar tabs, then
you should skip this excursion. We’ll save you lots of money,
time and headaches.

As you wind through marshes and the Intracoastal
Waterway, you’ll see dolphins, exotic birds, manatee,
wild horses and more as Master Naturalist George Morris,
will identify wildlife, relate the history of the area and
have you laughing with his stories about the area and its
colorful characters. George may also be the first person
to ever deliver a hot pizza via jet ski across state lines
from Florida’s Amelia Island to Cumberland Island in
Georgia.

Testimonials :
“The next time, I’m taking an Amelia River Cruise.”
-- Edward J. Smith, Captain, RMS Titanic.
“Me too.”
-- William Thomas Turner, Captain, RMS Lusitania.

One to two hour Jet ski tours are available from the
downtown Fernandina Beach Harbor Marina with rates
starting at $120 per ski and $15 for an additional rider.

Flying Fish Adventures
www.flyingfishfun.com
904/770-4660

1 North Front Street
Historic Fernandina Beach
(904) 261-9972 ameliarivercruises.com

Tired of the same old boring sunsets?
Get out of the sunset rut at the Salty Pelican where we are featuring a variety of local and
imported sunsets to please even the pickiest twilight aficionado.
If evening sunsets don't fit into your busy schedule we are arranging brunch and lunch
sundowns to accommodate almost any itinerary.
And, if everything goes as planned this summer we will feature a variety of imported
sunsets beginning with a world-wide favorite: a winter time Scandinavian import from
Norway -- a 38-40 hour event.
Join us soon for the Sunset Carson film festival.

Sunset Carson

12 North Front St
Fernandina Beach
904/277-3811
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Amelia Island Chili
By E. Coli
News Wrecker Food Editor

Because Amelia Island’s location enables its residents to enjoy an endless
supply of various seafood the News-Wrecker will provide local residents
a variety of simple and tasty recipes using easily obtainable local
ingredients.

Seafood Chili
INGREDIENTS

Gourmet homemade toast will have your guests in awe.

•

12 tons red chili pods

•

1 medium size (50-foot) whale, cubed to fingertip size

•

60 manatees cubed to fingertip size (If manatees not available use
sea turtles)

•

30 tons of onions, chopped fine

•

1 ton garlic, minced

•

100 pounds sea salt

•

300 pounds chili powder

•

600 pounds oregano

INGREDIENTS

•

400 pounds cumin

•

•

200 pounds cayenne powder or less depending how spicy you like
your chili

INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS
Dig a 40 foot long, 20 foot wide, 10 foot deep bowl in the beach. Line it
with tin foil. Place all ingredients in the bowl and mix well. Add water
and heated stones until the bowl is bubbling. Reduce heat and simmer
for two weeks. Ladle into five-gallon leather buckets and freeze in a
nearby glacier.
Note: This recipe feeds a crowd.
Coming Next Issue:

Toast
Your next dinner party will be the talk of the Newcomer’s Club when you
surprise your guests with toast.
Toast is a warm crispy version of the old stand-by tasteless white bread
and can be served as a tasty entre to appreciative guests who will be
surprised by its simplicity and versatility. You’ll be envied by jealous
neighborhood housewives who’ll beg you for this toast recipe:
8 white bread slices

Put slices into toaster appliance for approximately two-three minutes
Once they pop up arrange the cooked slices on a platter over a bed of
iceberg lettuce surrounded by a decorative garnish of parsley.
Side dishes can be provided such as butter, jam, marmite or refrigerator
leftovers, providing guests an opportunity to top their individual toast
slices. However, it is recommended that toast be eaten plain to savor its
true flavor.
Note: Toast is excellent with seafood chili. Serve with Champagne or PBR
16 ounce tall boys.

Long considered inedible, the common bat is making an impact on the local restaurant scene. Next time we'll share a recipe on how to properly
prepare and serve the only winged mammal.
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He goes on the prowl each night,
Like an alley cat.
Looking for some new delight,
Like an alley cat.

Heidi: A Special Guest Appearance
You can't get a plate of Zürcher Geschnetzelte at Bright Mornings
even if you could pronounce it, but you can meet legendary
Swiss orphan, Heidi, who will making a guest appearance at
Walter Cereghetti's Swiss-owned Bright Mornings soon.
And while you waiting for Heidi and her grumpy grandpa
to appear you can enjoy a variety of American or European
continental breakfasts, burgers, sandwiches, and much more
from our extensive menu.
Open 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. for breakfast & lunch
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday
Saturday & Sunday, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. brunch
105 South 3rd Street
904/491-1771

Just show up. No need to bring anything except an appetite
and a desire to have a good time. We've got entertainment,
food, beer, wine, and more. Open every day beginning at 11
a.m. and serving food until late at night.

Alley Cat

361 Centre Street
Fernandina Beach
904/491-1001
alleycatfernandina.com
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Local Man Discovered Without Any Tattoos
A

young male Amelia Island resident in his early thirties admitted publically that he doesn't have
any tattoos and could offer no rational explanation for his lack of body
ink.

Friends and acquaintances became
suspicious of O.R. Dinary when he
would show up at happy hour or at
beach parties wearing long sleeve
shirts, slacks, collared shirts and ties.
"When its 100 degrees out and you're
pouring sweat, your natural tendency
is too strip down and show off your
tattoos," said Dinary acquaintance
Art C. Fartsy.

When confronted by friends Mr.
Dinary, at first tried to brush off his
obvious tattoo absence saying he
had some but that they just weren't
visible.

"I guess it's time to ink up," said the
clean-shaven Harvard PhD, who left
the island a number of years ago and
has since made millions as a venture capitalist and lives in a South
Fletcher Avenue mansion. "I've been
so busy making money, jet-setting
around the world, meeting with
world leaders, and running my philanthropic organization to feed hungry orphans, that I just ignored the
important stuff."

Mr. Dinary admitted that pressure
from his friends has been intense
and at times he felt like an outsider
when hanging out with his pals at
the Palace Saloon, Hammerhead and
other barroom venues where his tattooed associates spend most of their
time.

He said his first tattoos will probably
be a few of the logos of firms making
up the Standard & Poor's 500 Index.
"The market's been good to me," said
Dinary, "so this will be my way of
showing some appreciation."

World’s Oldest Person Visiting

David Yulee Statue Arrested T
T
he David Yulee statue in front
of the old train station in downtown Fernandina Beach was arrested
by U.S. Marshalls and taken away in
chains to serve the unexpired prison
sentence of its namesake in Savannah,
Georgia's Fort Pulaski.

"Yulee was a slave holder, scalawag
and a scoundrel and was inadvertently
released in 1866 from his prison sentence for treason," said federal agent
Sam Catchum.

O.R. Dinary prepares to ink up.

he world's oldest person is visiting Amelia Island and is expected to participate in a number of
Shrimp Festival activities while here.
According to her grandchildren,
Ms. Ima Geezer (118), who has lived
during three centuries remains very
active. She mows the lawn, drives,
and is a member of a roller derby
team. She attributes her longevity

to filtered cigarettes and low calorie
beers. "When I was kid we had to
roll our own cigarettes and drink
unrefrigerated high calorie brews,"
spat the feisty Ms. Geezer from a
Hammerhead bar stool.
While vacationing here Ms. Geezer
is residing at the Amelia Island
Plantation with her grandparents.

Local Hurricane Whisperer Reported Missing
S
tormy Isle, a local woman who
billed herself as Amelia Island's
first hurricane whisperer, has been
reported missing after she sailed
her 18-foot skiff into the face of an
emerging Atlantic tropical storm off
the Amelia Island coast it has been
reported by the U.S. Coast Guard.
According to her close associate
and mentor Mel Larky, head of the

Hurricane Whispering Institute,
Ms. Isle has spent years studying
hurricanes and their behavior. "She
learned how to read a storm's silent
but incredibly powerful communication we call tempest language.
From the most subtle changes in
cloud expressions, dropping barometric pressure, wave movements,
the flicker of lightening, sound

of thunder, to rolling waves and
water funnels, the hurricane's entire
language of communication is
expressed in clear terms, for those
who learn to interpret it," said
Larky.
"A hurricane whisperer does not
perform tricks," said Larky. "He, or
she, uses the oldest language in the
world in order to read the storm

The

and communicate with it combined
with squall psychology, to achieve
partnership."
"Unfortunately, it appears she
hadn't quite mastered the art of
hurricane whispering, nor has anyone else," concluded Larky, whose
offices are located in the Institute
for the Very, Very Peculiar.

Stop Here!

Wines By Steve (He’s the guy with the purple
feet) will change the whiney attitudes of your
friends and family who are disgusted with your
wine selections.
No matter if their tastes run from a reasonably
priced Boone’s Farm Strawberry Hill or Mad Dog
2020 (April 2015 release) to a pricier Mouton
Rothchild, Steve at Wines by Steve can put a stop
to their whining and get you on a winning wining
track.
Finely crafted wooden boxes and crumpled brown
paper bags available depending on your selection.
To stop whining and start wining go to

Wines by Steve
4924 First Coast Highway, Suite One
904/557-1506
www.atasteofwinebysteve.com
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Classified
Top secret security clearance needed to read these as they are “classified.”
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

MYSTE RY SHOPPE R
S TA R T E R K I T: B e
your own boss. Get
merchandise and cash
and realize unlimited
earnings potential.
Some risk involved. For
a nominal fee we will
send you a Myster y
Shopper starter kit that
includes an instruction
booklet, mask s, maps
of routes leading away
from stores near you,
a weapon of your
choice, and names and
phone numbers of
criminal at torneys in
your area. Write to 1600
Pennsylvania Ave NW,
Washington, DC 20500,
attn: Fraud Dept.
EARN CASH WITH
FOR E IG N PE N PALS:
Nigerian princes,
deposed north African
dictators, assorted war
lords and despots, jailed
jihadists, and crazed
Croatian white collar
criminals are seeking
American pen pals to
exchange social security
card numbers, credit
card information and
bank account numbers.
Opportunities abound
to have large amounts
of cash wired to your
bank account. Bonuses
for sending your friends,
neighbors and relatives
credit card and bank
information. Hurry, this
is a limited time offer.
RENTAL AGENCY SEEKING
RESIDENTIAL ROOMS:
Accommodations
needed for visitors
during Spring Break ,
Shrimp Festival, GeorgiaFlorida football game,
Concours d'Elegance,
etc. For a small fee we will
rent rooms out in your
home. Meet new and
interesting people from
around the world who
are complete strangers,
could possibly be
serial killers, deranged
sex of fenders, Islamic
terrorists, or drunken
dr u g a d di c t s . R e ntal
insurance recommended.
UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITY:
Sy n dic ate l o c ate d in
countr y south of the
U n i t e d St a t e s s e e k s
associates for money
laundering, Internet
fraud, racketeering,
prostitution, and other
exciting career fields.
Interviews at west end of
Central Park at 3:00 a.m.
Tuesday and Thursday.

FAST CASH: Put $10,000
in a n e n v e l o p e a n d
bring it to me or you'll
regret it. Vicious thug
with no conscience,
formerly with the New
Jersey mob, now acting
as an independent is
watching you as you are
reading this. Don't make
any sudden moves or
use your cell phone. You
may have noticed the
guy with a facial twitch
o f f to y o u r l e f t . We
know where you live.
No game playing. See
you at the north end of
the harbor at 3:00 a.m.
tomorrow or else.
JOBS WANTED

SOCIALLY AWKWARD
video game addict
seeks
position
designing highly violent
and pornographic video
games for children
ages 6-15. You can view
my qualif ications and
references written on
the underside of the
I - 95 ove r p ass at th e
intersection of highway
200.
SPORTS COACH
recently m ove d to
Amelia Island from
Northern Minnesota
to pursue new career
opportunities seeking
position as curling,
speed skating or hockey
coach for local teams.
MY
BUSINESS
FAILED: Unsuccessful
entrepreneur seeking
position with shaky firm
on verge of collapse.
Let me take it down
for you and show you
how to reap the t a x
advantages of your
company's collapse by
turning your employees
into undeclared
income on the tax
payer's dime. Check s
for unemployment,
disability, heath care and
more can all be yours.
LOCAL MENTOR:
Available for positions
with Amelia Island firms
to f as t-track young
executives' career
a d v a n c e m e n t . Ta l l ,
easy-going, slender
executive-looking type
with grey hair on
temples and deep
resonating voice that
broadcasts authorit y.
Working knowledge of
business boardrooms
and backrooms. Face it
loser, you're not going
a ny w h e r e w i t h o u t a
mentor.

LEGAL NOTICES

N OTI CE IS H E R E BY
GIVEN that I Elrod P.
Suggins am no longer
responsible for the debts
of nobody else but
myself, particularly that
north Florida panhandle
double -wide, white
trailer trash with faded
tattoos named Ella Jean
that I married when I was
drunker than Cooter's
goat.
N OTI CE IS H E R E BY
GIVEN that I Ella Jean,
soon not to be Suggins,
don't give a rip about
Elrod P. Suggins, that no
good, plate licking, gravy
sucking, toothless, dead
broke redneck who's
meaner than a snake
with a backache, and if
he wasn't drunk all the
time nobody could stand
to be in the same county
with him. The day we got
married was the darkest
day of my life.
LEGAL M E SS FIXE D :
Come home Vinnie, all
is forgiven. We hired a
good accountant, paid
off a Jacksonville area
U.S. Congressperson and
fixed all that silly business
with the IRS. Be ver y
careful in the sun down
there in the Cayman
Islands. Love, Mom.
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
of the judicial circuit in
and for Nassau County,
case number something
or other, etc., blah, blah,
blah that Throckmorton
K. Scraggs, is a no-good,
beer swilling, lying,
cheating, loop-legged
drunken redneck who
hasn't paid a single dime
on his mortgage in more
than eight years and this
here Yulee bank is fixing
to foreclose on it and
toss that low-life out of
that single-wide faster
than Bernie Sanders can
empty your wallet. It'll
be auctioned off on the
court house steps just as
soon as we can get all its
tires inflated.

A R E YO U A P O O R
SPELLER? Don't know
much about grammar or
punctuation and can't
write a coherent simple
declarative sentence?
No problem. Local
newspaper seeking
people like you to work
as editors and reporters.
No
experience
preferred.
FED UP WITH WORKING
FOR FLORIDA'S $8.05
MINIMUM WAGE? We
of fer profit sharing,
bonuses, flexible hours,
health benef its, 401K
plan and more. Starting
pay $3.05 an hour.
NEED PEOPLE WHO
CAN STAND UPRIGHT:
Fast food chain needs
dim p e ople who can
dress themselves in the
morning and just stand
up behind a counter. No
math, culinary, social or
other skills required.
A I R
T R A F F I C
CONTROLLERS:
Needed urgently. High
scho ol grads or G ED
required. No experience
necessary. Will train you
on the job.
SEEKING PEOPLE FOR
TRAVEL & ADVENTURE:
D o y o u h a v e a U. S .
passpor t, a desire to
travel to exotic locations?
We have openings for
adventurous people
to pick up and deliver
packages across
international borders.
Non taxable cash
reimbursement. Some
risk involved.
LOST AND FOUND

LOST: My mind at "free
drinks for ladies" night
at downtown t avern.
A l s o , c a n' t s e e m t o
locate my under wear.
Call Bambi at number
on men's room wall at
Green Turtle.
LOST: Once again lost
several cats in vicinity
of Between Wok & Hard
Prace Restaurant.

HELP WANTED

PROTESTERS NEEDED:
Need dim, angry people
with no marketable
skills to scream, make
obscene gestures,
and yell vulgarities at
conservative politicians,
university guest speakers
and police officers. Signs,
transportation, irrational
chants, and sack lunches
provided.

LOST: M y v i r g i n i t y ,
again. Saturday
night, behind the
Hammerhead Bar. You
b e t te r c a l l t h i s t i m e
you jerk!
FOUND: Lost tribe of
Israel. I can't afford to
accommodate all of them
in my guest room and
I don't keep a kosher
kitchen.

LOST: Girl friend's cat.
Te a r s u p f u r n i t u r e ,
not litter box trained,
scratches and bites
people and jumps on me
at night. Large reward for
not returning this nasty
creature.
APARTMENTS HOMES

YULEE YURT: Soughtaf ter open floor plan
with no interior walls or
doors to block access.
Conveniently located
just a few yards from
community slit-trench
latrine. In fast growing
p res ti g i o us Yu l e e
suburbs. This one won't
last long.
STARTER SHACK: Perfect
for pover t y-stricken
young couple just starting
a f amil y. T his m o l d infes te d , 1 b e dro om
hovel with a posh twoholer outdoor toilet just
came on the market.
Easy access to local mill
if you cut through its
perimeter fence. Make
embarrassing low-ball
offer.
HISTORIC DISTRICT
RENTAL: Canvas and
animal skin portable yurt
located in prestigious
historic district of
Fernandina Beach.
Pe r f e c t f o r n o m a d i c
Mongolian family. Energy
star appliances.
GATED COMMUNIT Y:
Tired of having to
mingle with the hoi
polloi? This exclusive
gated community
o n th e s o u th e n d o f
Amelia Island provides
locked security fences
from the inside and
out with no way to
exit or enter unless
ord e re d by a fe d e ral
judge. Earn a soughta f te r b u n g a l ow h e r e
by willfully committing
any non-violent white
collar offense involving
the theft of more than
$10 million.

FLORIDA CONGRESS
PERSON, JACKSONVILLE
AREA: Buy a voice in
the U.S. Congress while
you still can. If you're a
businessman who needs
some clout, a charit y
with an iffy tax situation,
want to get your family
members or friends
patronage jobs or just an
average Joe who wants
to flaunt his influence in
the neighborhood, this
is your chance before
the cell door slams
shut on this last minute
opportunity. Contact U.S.
Congress Washington,
D.C. (202) 224-3121.
USED AIRCRAFT
CARRIER: Used briefly
in Middle East where
like - n ew p l an es s aw
limited action due to
overly restrictive rules of
engagement. Runs like
it just came out of the
showroom and still has
that new carrier smell.
Nuclear power plant has
at least 40 years left on
it. Great for kids' birthday
par ties, water skiing,
fishing groups or renting
out to small countr y
dictators. All airplanes
operable and gassed
up with lots of spare
parts. U.S. drivers license
re qui re d . B es t o f fe r.
Contact US Department
of the Navy, 1-800-USANAVY.
SMALL TOWN OF
WALD O, FLO R I DA:
Impoverished central
Florida town for sale.
Can't pay our bills and
police force recently
resigned. Included are
several acres of trailer
parks, a fruit stand or
two, a convenience store
and a busy state highway
available to set up new
speed traps; a mayor and
a few town councilmen.
When your friends
ask: "Where's Waldo?"
imagine how many
laughs you'll generate
when you respond with:
"Right here in my back
pocket."

FOR SALE

TALK TO THE POPE: Ideal
for busy executives,
p e o p l e w h o w a nt to
sleep late on Sunday
and those who need a
b l essi n g , abs o l u ti o n ,
or expeditious last
rites. Have credit
card available. No
c h e c k s . $10 0 f i r s t
thre e minutes , $50 a
minute thereaf ter. All
languages spoken. Call
1-555-VAT-ICAN.

SLAVES: Slaves available
for businesses, farms,
domestic use, etc. Mexicans,
Asians, Canadians and
more. Verified by corrupt
U.S. border patrolmen. Sold
in bulk or individually. As
seen on TV. Not available in
stores. Leasing possible for
indentured servants. Order
in the next 10 days and we'll
throw in a dozen Swiss free
of charge with no shipping
or handling costs.
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If you’re bored at an Amelia Island Hospitality
Group location you’re probably dead!

W

hether you want to relax with a cocktail, glass of
wine or cold beer and a special meal or schedule a
special event for friends and family, you need to check
out one of our Amelia Island Hospitality Group locations.
On any weekend join us at the ocean-view
Hammerhead or The Surf and watch as more than
150,000 American, English and Canadian troops swarm
across Amelia Island's beaches during a re-enactment of
the D-Day invasion of Normandy.
Or you can dance the night away at Sheffield's, buy
a bottle of celebratory champagne from one of the
AIHG package stores, and celebrate the allied army's
liberation of Paris.
If World War II isn't your thing then head over to the
Palace Saloon where we'll feature the Academy Award
ceremonies. Or try the Amelia River Golf Course to play
in a pro-am with the PGA tour pros. Still bored? Then
think ahead and book a table at the Dog Star Saloon for
the Presidential Inauguration Ball.
Planning a bar mitzvah, birthday party, anniversary,
etc? Celebrate with a flyover by the Blue Angels, 10,000
Watusi warriors in full battle array, the Miss America
Beauty Pageant or the Sound of Music with the original
cast.
For a good time contact: www.theaihg.com

